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MAGIC project context
• MAGIC - Moving towards
Adaptive Governance in
Complexity: Informing Nexus
Security
• EU Horizon 2020 project
• Call: Water Innovation: Boosting
its value for Europe (H2020WATER-2014/2015)
• Topic: Integrated approaches to
food security, low-carbon energy,
sustainable water management
and climate change mitigation
• Funding: 7.5 M€ (81FTE)
• Duration: 4 years (2016-06-01 to
2020-05-31)
• Partners: 9
• Countries: 6
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MAGIC - doing things differently?
• Arguing that the answers we get to
policy questions are the product of
the way we carry out analysis
• Using ideas of Societal Metabolism
to make a “Quality Check” using
the Multi-scale Integrated
Analysis of Societal and
Ecosystem Metabolism approach
(MuSIASEM)
• Transdisciplinary research
• Ideas from post-normal science
• Quantitative Story Telling
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Policy domains and narrative analyses
Transition to
renewables

CAP

Basis of
competitiveness and
public goods

Intermittency
challenge
Energy
Energy efficiency for
security and
decarbonisation

How WEFE (Nexus)
policies are linked
together and to
climate and
sustainability goals

Outsourcing

Imaginary of the CE

Indicators of CE

Water
Framework
Directive

Challenge of WFD in
an age of austerity

Env quality,
externalisation and
locus of security

Circular Economy

Critique of CE

Environment

Externalisation in
pursuit of
environmental
protection

• For full document on narratives see MS10 @ http://www.magicnexus.eu/documents/milestone-10-definition-policy-case-studies
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Process of - Quantitative Story Telling
• Checking robustness of the
storytelling that shapes policy
and other decision making
• Including the spectrum of actors
and institutions in the nexus

• Operationalising transdisciplinary
working at the science policy
interface
• Issue definition and problem
structuring
• Integrating non-equivalent
quantitative assessment

• Avoidance of hypo-cognition

“Models by their nature are like blinders. In
leaving out certain things, they focus our
attention on other things. They provide a frame
through which we see the world” (Stiglitz, 2011).
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The semantic lock-in generated by the formation of an epistemic box
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The selection of models, data, monitoring (the chosen quantitative representations
used to generate “scientific evidence”) is a by-product of the original choice of a
relevant narrative, that determines a lock-in into an “epistemic box” because it
defines also the choice of the scientific evidence used to: (i) confirm policy concerns;
and (ii) define indicators to monitor success and policy targets.

Improving the quality of the information informin policy
by using simultaneously diferent epistemic boxes . . .
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Quantitative Story-Telling
adding new perceptions and representations to the existing set
bringing in INPUTS coming from other epistemic boxes
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Thank you for your attention!

http://magic-nexus.eu

#MAGIC_NEXUS @MAGIC_NEXUS

https://www.facebook.com/MagicNexusEu/

The present work reflects only the author's view and the Funding Agency can not be held responsible for any use that may be made of the information it contains.

